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L INTRODUCTION

LetfEC[O, 1], IIfll :=maxQ,,;x<;;1 If(x)l. ForfE CEO, 1], let En(f, x) be
the Bernstein polynomial of order n. Groetsch and Shisha [1] proved that
if f E CEO, 1] has a bounded derivative on (0, 1), then

IEn(f, x)- f(x)1 ~xro(f', lin), (1.1)

where ro(g, .) is the usual modulus of continuity of g.
We investigate here estimations of Groetsch-Shisha type for more

general positive linear operators.

2. MAIN RESULTS

THEOREM 1. For a sequence of linear operators L n : CEO, 1] -4 CEO, 1]
the estimate

(2.1 )

for some 2"e(O, 1] holds for allfEC 1 [0, 1] with M 1 independent off; n,
and x if and only if

(i) for alljeCI[O, 1J,

IL,,(f, x) - j(x)1 ~ M 2 x lif'll,

(ii) andfor alljeC 2 [0, 1],

ILn(f, x) - j(x)1 ~ M 3 :d" 1If"1I·
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(2.2)

(2.3)
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Proof (=). From (2.1) it follows that for f E C I [0, 1J

ILnCf, x) - f(x)1 <2Ml x 11f'1I·

IffE C 2[0, 1J, then from (2.1) and w(f', An)<An 111"11 we have

ILn(f, x)-f(x)1 <MlxAn 111"11·

(<=). For f E C I [0, 1] the K-functional

K(f', (j) = inf (II f' - f,?11 + (j IWII)
q1E CI[O,I]

is equivalent to w(f', (j). We choose f,? so that

(2.4 )

11f' - f,?11 + (j IWII <2K(f', (j) <M 4 w(f', (j), (2.5)

and define ljI(t) = g f,?(s) ds. As L n is linear, we now estimate Ln(f -ljI, x)
and Ln(ljI, x) using (i) and (ii), respectively, and add the results together to
complete the proof. I

THEOREM 2. Assume that a sequence of positive linear operators L n:
C[O, 1J ---+ C[O, 1] satisfies the following for some An E (0, 1].

(i) For eachfEC[O, 1J,

Ln(f, 0) = f(O).

(ii) For fE CI[O, 1J

(iii)

Ln((t - x)2, x) <M 6 xAn

Then for each f E C 1[0, 1J,

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

ILnCf, x) - f(x)1 <M 7 {xw(f', An) + ILn(t, x) - xl .1/ f'1I}. (2.9)

Proof Takingf(x)=c in (2.7) we obtain II(djdx)Ln(c,x)II=O. Thus
Ln(c, x) is a constant and from (2.6), Ln(c, x) = c. Iff is linear then (2.9)
obviously holds as long as M 7~ 1. Assume f E C 1[0, 1] and f' is not a
constant. Thus w(f', An) > °(since An> 0). From (2.4) and (2.5) we have
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Hence there exists a t/J E C j [0, 1] such that

Thus

II!' -t/JII <2M4 11!'11, Iit/JII < (2M4 + 1) II!'II· (2.11 )

Define ljJ(t) = Ht/J(s) ds. From (2.6) we have

Ln(f -ljJ, 0) = j(O) -ljJ(O).

Therefore,

ILnCf, x) - j(x)1 ~ ILn(f -ljJ, x) - Ln(f -ljJ, 0)

- [(f(x) -ljJ(x)) - (f(0) -ljJ(O))]1

+ ILn(ljJ, x) -ljJ(x) -l/J'(x)(Ln{t, x) - x)1

+ IlljJ'II·ILn(t, x)-xl

=: lj(x) + lAx) +13(x).

From (2.7),

lj(x) ~ II: (~ Ln(f -l/J, S)) dsl + II: (f'(s) -l/J'(s)) dsl

~x II ~ Ln(f -l/J, s) II +x II!' -l/J'II

~(M5+1)xll!'-t/JII. (2.12)

From (2.8) and since L n is a positive linear operator,

From (2.11),

(2.14 )

Combining (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14), and using (2.10) proves the
theorem. I

EXAMPLE. Let n EN and a(n) ~ O. For j E C[O, 1] the Sikkema
Bernstein polynomial [2] is defined by
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From the above we obtain:
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TlffiOREM 3. If Q c N and for n E Q we have 0 < lin + 1X
2(n )ln2 ~ 1, then

for each n E Q, x E [0, 1] and fEe 1[0, 1] we have

If lX(n) = 0 for all n, then we obtain

IBn(f, x) - f(x)1 ~ Msxw(f', lin).
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